Cypress Gardens and the Winter which is sponsored annually by Miss Cheerleader USA contest, its "prettiest" in the nationwide beauty contest MIT invited to enter cheerleader last year's winner was Miss Joyce Simpkin of Arlington, Virginia, who represented the University of Houston. Entries will be judged by photographers and a description of the address. The five finalists will win an all-expense trip to Winter Haven and the finals will be held at Cypress Gardens. The winner also will receive a scholarship from the US Cheerleaders Association.

30 years ago During our struggles here at the Institute with the mighty forces of Nature, Fate, and Cum, we have come to look upon our body as consisting of a machine which, if fed with gas and occasionally allowed to cool off for a while, keeps on working without further attention. We were therefore more surprised than worried when, a short time ago, we discovered our machine was slightly cut of order, and in need of being laid up in the repair shop... We had been told that the Infirmary was located on the third floor so we headed to the Infirmary, geography plagues on repairs or general service, Pricing policies vary, but the Patronage Refund is paid for all courses.
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